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The helicopter goes, "PITTATATATA PITTATATATA PITTATATATA." The jumbo jet goes,

"Wheeeeeeeee VRRRRRRRRRRUUUHHHHHHHHHMMM." The propeller plane goes, "HUK HUK

HUK WHIRRRRRRR WHIRRRRRR." Prepare for liftoff with 8 exciting aircraft and the noises they

make in this irresistible board book! The long, oversized format lends itself to the shape of the

vehicles and stands out on the shelf, and the boisterous text begs to be read aloud.
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This book is the best! My 1 year old now makes the "pitatata" sound whenever he sees a helicopter

now. I love that they included the space shuttle since that is an aircraft that doesn't get much

attention in children's books. I will be buying this again for any friends or family members that have

new babies.

Dads... Moms... All the other great people reading a kid a book... Get your game on and make some

noises. Don't put the book on some life-altering pedestal for a kid. They love this, they love it more if

you showcase your silly sounds. Our 22 mo old daughter makes the sounds I make when she sees

a plane now... That's learning on display

My 2 year old son loves this book. Personally, I think the book is long (length) and awkward to read

(because it's all plane noises), but it is the one he asks for every night. His dad reads it to him and is



really animated with the noises, and he really gets into it. The pictures are great and even the words

are written out artistically (instead of ka-boom, KA boooooMMMmmmmmm!). I plan on getting him

the other books for his birthday.

My 1 year old for this for his birthday. It is an instant hit with him and my 3 year old daughter.

Simple, but the sounds earch diffferent type of plane make are so amuzing to them. Now my 1 y/o

will pick up the book and start making plane noises as he flips the pages. It is cute and enjoyable to

read over and over!

If you have a toddler that loves airplanes, this is a perfect book. It's a wide-open book that is fun to

read, the drawings are creative, and making the different airplane noises together is a highlight of

our bedtime routine. AWESOME book! Our 2 year old son loves it!

This book is absolutely fantastic. The first time I read it to my 4 month old daughter she laughed out

loud. The pictures are lovely and lively and the sounds are just so fun. I recommend this book for

anyone!

I purchased this book for my car/truck/train/plane/ anything with wheels loving 1.5 year old son and

he absolutely loves it. It's the only book he'll sit still for right now. It's short, concise, and fun to read.

I love kids lit, but my almost 2 year old doesn't. Despite routine since he was tiny, we've continued

to struggle with our story time at bed and naptime. These books have turned it around! I bought 3,

and I think I read them a total of 22 times in the first 2 days. Both my almost 2 year old son and my

almost 4 year old daughter enjoy them.
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